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Abstract. The paper revisits the Internet Architecture by leveraging
Software Defined Networks (SDN) with Network Function Virtualisation
(NFV) technologies to allow efficient and on-demand placement of Vir-
tual Network Functions (VNF) on a serverless platform for energy-aware
function provisioning in edge environments. Edge computing is seen as
critical for supporting the next generation of services and applications
that demand high speeds and low-latencies though energy consumption
is a matter of concern. Serverless computing as a paradigm in virtualisa-
tion is considered as a low-latency and a rapidly deployable alternative
to traditional virtualisation approaches. Event-triggered serverless func-
tions incentivise energy efficient resource usage and provide granular re-
porting on a function level. The research will develop a new building
block that satisfies the services performance while reducing the energy
consumption in edge environments.

Keywords: Serverless computing · energy efficiency · Software Defined
Networks · Network Function Virtualisation.

1 Context

There is proliferation of applications benefiting from edge computing solutions:
scalability, reliability, cost-effectiveness, which are being adopted in various do-
mains such as autonomous vehicles, traffic management, edge video orchestra-
tion, industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) to name a few. Edge computing pushes
the intelligence, processing power and communication capabilities of an edge
gateway or appliance directly into edge devices, ensuring it is closer to where
the data originates from, e.g. sensors.

Virtualisation servers running containers (or unikernels) are usually deployed
at multiple locations at the edge of the network. This virtualisation infrastructure
hosts not only mobile application services to execute on edge and cloud nodes,
but also other related services, namely Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
and Software Defined Networking (SDN) to reserve and set up a portion of the
underlying networking infrastructure appropriately for guaranteeing the desired
runtime behaviours for each application operating on the edge. Such deployment
would reduce the deployment costs, and provide a common management and
orchestration infrastructure for all virtualised services.
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SDNs facilitate the containerised applications and network traffic consoli-
dation to optimise performance and energy consumption. Leveraging SDN to-
gether with NFV technologies allows for efficient and on-demand placement and
chaining of VNFs, making orchestration and consolidation of services easy and
dynamic deployment of network services possible. Moreover, the consideration of
Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) is key to enable 5G application use-cases
with specific processing and networking capability requirements. Moreover, a
serverless computing system [4] is an ideal solution to build and optimise any
IoT operation with zero infrastructure and maintenance costs and little-to-no op-
erating expense [3] as it allows IoT businesses to offload all of a server’s typical
operational backend responsibilities.

Energy consumption in the Internet architecture is one of the highest op-
erating costs. Energy is becoming even more important due to climate change
and sustainability considerations. The advent of 5G mobile-network technology
is bringing a significant increase in data traffic and the infrastructure to sup-
port it, which consequently will consume more energy. However, applications’
performance lies with not only efficient node-level execution but energy con-
sumption as well as these applications may operate in a low energy computing
environment. The energy increase coming from applications and infrastructure
calls for action. Network load optimisation and efficient resource management
are essential to ensure a reduction in total energy consumption.

2 Ambition

This research aims to reduce energy consumption of applications deployment and
operation in edge computing by addressing the challenges in resource manage-
ment to support disruptive applications through large scale connected devices
operating in low energy environments. The proposed Internet architecture reno-
vation will be able to automate the deployment, monitoring, scaling of containers
running serverless functions ensuring interoperability in an energy-aware edge
environment. To do so, it considers the SDN architecture, leveraged with NFV
to enable the network to be intelligently and centrally controlled using software
applications. Therefore, it addresses the control layer to configure the infrastruc-
ture and the application layers to support autonomous energy efficiency in edge
computing. The serverless platforms does not take into account energy savings in
resource management decisions, and to the best of our knowledge, there is cur-
rently no work that addresses performance concerns combined with availability
and energy efficiency concerns in serverless computing.

The innovation lies in the incorporation of serverless architectures with 1)
SDN controllers which are highly event-driven, modular, and concurrent (with
minimal sharing of state between the modules) 2) NFV for orchestrating VNF
as well as applications that require running short, on-demand tasks operating on
data collected from the data plane. VNFs launched and orchestrated in a server-
less manner incentivises efficient resource usage and provides granular reporting
on a function level: functions take up the most execution time can be identi-
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fied, which equals cost. This is essentially a proxy for energy usage as a unit of
(serverless) compute, making VNFs instantiation and orchestration significantly
energy and resource efficient.

The SDN controllers are a great fit for the serverless computing paradigm
as they are highly event-driven, modular and parallel [1]. Moreover, Serverless
computing provides a resource-efficient, low overhead alternative to Virtual Ma-
chines (VMs) and containers, and can effectively support the NFV architecture.

Fig. 1. Proposed Solution

3 Solution: Technical Approach

Architecture. The execution of SDN modules are triggered by events coming
from the southbound API, e.g. OpenFlow as well as events received via the
northbound API, which interfaces with network applications running on top of
the controller, e.g. security services, applications orchestration across edge re-
sources. The SDN controller modules in the SDN architecture are implemented as
separate, stand-alone serverless functions (Figure 1), including the flow manage-
ment on network switches, exercising direct control over the state in the switches
via OpenFlow APIs. Serverless functions are used to orchestrate multiple VNFs
for short-lived sessions. The open-source serverless platform (e.g. Apache Open-
whisk) [2] will be extended to support resource mapping and load balancing
to increase resource utilisation by distributing the function executions to avail-
able resources with the aim to minimise power consumption. A load balancing
strategy considers functions interactions by assigning the function executions be-
longing to the same session to the same server. Latency sensitive communication
services require careful placement of VNFs by allowing locality requirements for
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grouping functions as a single application. Containers image sizes are reduced
to speed up the start of a function execution thus avoiding cold start.

Expected Results. The research new building block is made of 1) a method-
ology combining SDN, NFV and serverless architectures; 2) placement algo-
rithms for serverless functions to minimise energy consumption; 3) the under-
lying software implementation. SDN and NFV make communication networks
adaptive and scalable. Their combination with the serverless platform provides
the required agility, robustness, and scalability for the services executed and will
1) match the demand of a service by scaling up fast to provision additional com-
pute resources for the service (even if that traffic is increasing rapidly); 2) make
efficient use of the available resources (services are never over-provisioned and
idle service capacity is released immediately); 3) require minimal configuration
and management from the developers; 4) isolate services and their provisioned
resources from each other e.g. faults and load spikes. A target reduction in energy
consumption as a Key Performance Indicator is envisaged in SDN/NFV-enabled
networks following the incorporation of the serverless architecture. This compar-
ison is drawn against a use case application as a baseline deployed and operated
on traditional network resources (non-serverless platform).
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